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It is probably fair to say that a lot of people were a little surprised when Hollywood socialite, actress, and entrepreneur Kim Kardashian tweeted to her then 17 million followers; ‘I just got to Bahrain! OMG can I move here please? Prettiest place on earth!’. Perhaps more surprising still was when Khalid Al Khalifa, Bahrain’s Foreign Minister, and one of the Persian Gulf region’s leading Twitterati, retweeted her with ‘Thank You :)’. Disconcerting emoticon use aside, the surprise lay not simply in the fact that Kardashian was visiting a small Gulf Kingdom, but that she was being thanked by a state official representing a socially conservative Arab monarchy. As some of Khalid Al Khalifa’s followers reminded him, Kardashian ‘made her debut on the public stage in the form of a sex tape’ (Mackey 2012). Yet while the Foreign Minister’s refusal to respond to the slut-shaming of some other Twitter users is commendable, there was an ulterior motive. Kardashian’s visit to Bahrain represented a PR victory for the government, and a defeat over the opposition, who had been lobbying the Hollywood actress to not visit Bahrain on the grounds that the regime should not be seen to be ‘rewarded’ for their brutal repression of dissent since 2011.
Kardashian’s visit was one of a long string of ‘celebrities’​[1]​ to visit Bahrain since the Uprising that began on 14 February 2011.  Other celebrities to have visited Bahrain since then include opera singer Placido Domingo, blues musician Eric Clapton, British DJ Calvin Harris, Arab pop star Nancy Ajram, soul singer Joss Stone, musician John Legend, and scores of Formula One drivers (Jones 2016). More often these celebrities have been North-centric actors, as Bahrain, unlike Jordan for example, lacks someone like the charismatic Queen Rania, who, according to Maral Tatios Yessayan (2015), has successfully helped with the process of 'monarchical nation branding'. Although the visits reflect the government of Bahrain’s attempt to rebuild a reputation shattered by years of political repression, such visits have frequently prompted an angry response from Bahrain’s opposition, raising interesting questions about the ethics of celebrities in international politics. 
Yet while celebrity diplomacy has focused perhaps on problematising celebrities rallying around ostensibly worthwhile campaigns (at least in social justice terms) that seek to tackle inequality, such as the RED campaign​[2]​, there is an assumption that celebrities engage in diplomacy only when consciously moving beyond their primary role (whether movie star or sports personality for example) to enter the realm of politics. In some cases, this foray into diplomacy is perhaps more obvious, such as when they attach themselves to official institutions or organisations such as the UN.​[3]​ This is reflected in academic works, which tend to focus, or critique overt ‘celebrity humanitarianism’ (Chouliaraki ,2011), or good deeds. Works by Joe Littler, for example, address how such celebrity activism or diplomacy can simply reflect, rather than address global inequalities. Patricia Daley (2013) goes further, arguing that celebrities who adopt charitable causes are often just using new business models to commodify and profit from crises. Yet outside the study of celebrity humanitarianism, what constitute acts of celebrity diplomacy is something that needs to be taken more seriously and subjected to more critical scrutiny (Cooper, 2009). For this reason, this paper examines visits by celebrities to Bahrain in the routine course of their business/work, and the important implications for social justice and human rights. Specifically, it asks, when do celebrities become diplomats, and to what extent can axiological considerations be ignored in definitions of celebrity diplomacy?


Neoliberalism and Bahrain's image economy
Inevitably, how one defines diplomacy will impact the analysis. Juyan Zhang (2009) provides a fairly holistic definition, arguing that public diplomacy falls within three categories, ‘image cultivation', or nation branding; diplomacy geared towards improving understanding between multiple nations; and diplomacy designed to facilitate the implementation of a particularly nation’s foreign policy. Zhang calls for the idea of public diplomacy to include the exchange of global public goods, which can include things like financial stability, market efficiency, but also humanitarian rights. Indeed, for a relatively oil-poor rent-based economy, diversification through tourism and attracting foreign direct investment have become increasingly important, and are outlined in Bahrain’s 2030 vision, the country's grand economic plan. According to Mitchell (2003, p. 166), ‘image is everything’ when attracting foreign investment in the neoliberal context, and so prestige projects, such as the Bahrain Formula One Grand Prix, music festivals, concerts and the grandiose openings of consumer havens such as shopping malls are an important aspect of diplomatic efforts to market Bahrain to the global economy. Indeed, neoliberalism’s demand for stability in order to secure investment and diversification is particular pertinent to countries like Bahrain, who are struggling to come out of a reliance on singular commodity of oil. These countries, and there need to project their ‘business friendly’ credentials, are vulnerable to the political capital afforded by high profile pseudo-events that seek to reassure investors that ‘all is well’. With the rise of market hegemony and less state-centric governance, celebrities as commodified, branded personalities become not simply part of a political culture (Daley, 2013) or ‘unorthodox diplomatic community’ (Louis, 2012), but totemic in attaching value to the events, places, or people they endorse – however tacitly.
 Since 2011, where the Bahraini security forces were found to have inflicted systematic torture against political prisoners (BICI Report 2011), restoring an image of normalcy and stability has been a cornerstone of the Bahraini government’s diplomatic strategy. Primarily, this has been facilitated by its historic good relations with Western Europe and the United states, who have withheld more scathing criticism on the account of Bahrain's continued strategic importance (Shehabi and Jones 2016). It is also been achieved by the use of numerous Western PR companies, including Bell Pottinger, Qorvis, and M & C Saatchi (to name but a few), who have actively been promoting investment in Bahrain, a crucial aspect of which involves whitewashing human rights abuses in favour of projecting a cleaner image (Bahrain Watch 2012). As Khalaf argues (2012), this is problematic as ‘Bahrain's totalizing mythos has been maintained by the suppression of dissent and a privatized urban infrastructure designed to sustain a façade of stability’. Inevitably, the visits of high profile celebrities function an integral part of building brand Bahrain and, as Marc Lynch adds, these trips generate ‘positive publicity for a Bahraini regime which carried out an unspeakably brutal crackdown last year’.​[4]​ In particular, the mythos, emphasised by celebrity visits, negates the subaltern struggle of the country’s marginalized opposition, in particular the Shia community, and more specifically the baharna community.​[5]​ 
	

Celebrities as authoritarian ambassadors
While celebrities going to Bahrain have mostly done so in the capacity of their respective profession, some celebrities have been more vocal in actively engaging in national branding. Nancy Ajram, a Lebanese pop singer, who was flanked by a delegation of government officials immediately after arriving at Bahrain airport in 2013, tweeted that Bahrain was a ‘lovely country that is walking on the path of success and prosperity year after year’ (Jones 2016, p. 81). The rhetoric mirrored that of the state, whose various officials, in a seemingly endless string of goodwill visits to government ministries, laud Bahrain’s progress by using rather disingenuous phrases such as ‘oasis of stability’.​[6]​ Such statements are especially problematic if we assume that ‘celebrities can provide a mediating function between foreign publics....[that] can serve to introduce ideologically weighted sentiments to audiences who would not necessarily describe themselves as political’ (Jones 2016, p. 81).Yet when considering the notion of national branding as an aspect of diplomacy, even simple praise broadcast to millions of followers can easily be considered a diplomatic act. When such Tweets praising Bahrain marginalise suffering, making Bahrain’s political crisis appear absent or irrelevant, their objective is to redirect public gaze to a specific, benign interpretation of reality desired by the dominant power (Perlmutter and Wagner 2004; Jones 2016, p. 82). In this case where the dominant power is the Bahraini government, the interpretation of reality is one in which Bahrain is a Western-friendly, stable, modern and forward-looking country ripe for investment. 
Given this critique, it is unsurprising that celebrity visits have become an opportunity for mobilisation and dissent, and human rights activists have lobbied celebrities on the basis that their visits or unwillingness to criticise the Bahraini regime equate to a positive PR exercise for a government accused of egregious human rights abuses. A number of activists, including Maryam Al Khawaja, a Bahraini human rights defender, wrote an open letter to Kim Kardashian, encouraging her to meet with local human rights representatives not affiliated with censored government organized NGOs. Similarly, Mohammad Hassan, a Bahraini who fled to the UK after facing persecution in Bahrain, wrote an open letter to the soul singer John Legend, encouraging him to visit the village of Sitra, which has been a hotbed of government repression. Political Science Professor Marc Lynch (2015) also penned an open letter, requesting that John Legend either ‘reconsider' his performance in Bahrain, or ‘speak out’ about what he saw. While Kim Kardashian promised to visit local leaders, Legend stated that he did not always agree with boycotts, and that, ‘Often, the best way to drive progress is to show up and participate in the conversation’ (Merrill, 2015). Yet neither John Legend nor Kim Kardashian appeared to engage in any political conversation with the opposition. As a response, some Bahraini activists instead published an ironic video of Bahraini police brutality set to the sound of Legend’s Glory, the theme song to the movie Selma, which depicts the 1965 civil rights marches from Selma to Montgomery.​[7]​

Foregoing a stance on social justice
In the case of Bahrain, the ubiquitous strategic silence of the aforementioned celebrities, that is, their unwillingness to condemn well-documented human rights violations in Bahrain, cannot be said to be an apolitical, or ‘adiplomatic’ act. A claim to neutrality, or silence, when presented with certain facts is, as Sarah Roy (2007) might argue, a claim to indifference. Similarly, to simply argue that such matters bring Bahraini into the spotlight, as Adam Taylor (2015) did in his op-ed for the Washington Post, is missing the point, as these celebrities are actively choosing to avoid speaking out against abuses while still receiving compensation from the Bahraini government.​[8]​ In the more ambivalent cases, such as John Legend, who acknowledged the human rights record of Bahrain, choosing only to rely on their fame to generate a discussion about the issue without condemnation reflects an unwillingness to take a deliberate ethical position on the issue. In situations like this, where Legend has otherwise been vocal in discussing issues related to civil rights, the silence becomes more ethically problematic, certainly in the eyes of many Bahrainis. As such, when looked at through a critical lens, that places axiological considerations at the forefront of analysis, it is not simply celebrities who engage in flattering oratory, or even tweeting, that are fundamentally problematic. There is also the question of whether the celebrities have the right to claim their own role is apolitical when confronted by opposition from the affected indigenous community itself. Certainly overt PR efforts can be construed as more readily fitting within the context of nation-branding. However, just as celebrity-led endeavours have been criticised by Riche and Ponte (2008) for ‘masking the social and environmental relations of trade and production that underpin poverty, inequality and disease’, celebrities visiting and profiting from countries whose governments have been criticised for their abuse of human rights can work to marginalise suffering when they do not exploit the opportunity to address humanitarian concerns. This problem is perhaps more acute in authoritarian regimes, where the mere ability of celebrities to visit a country must be approved by government organs such as the Ministry of Culture, as was the case with John Legend and Joss Stone's performance at the 2015 Spring of Culture Festival, which was authorised by the Bahrain Authority for Culture and Antiquities. Thus, the consent of state officials required to bring these celebrities into the country to perform already puts them closer to an orbit of ethically questionable decision-making, drawing further attention to their complicity in having their fame instrumentalised as an element of nation-branding. As with those celebrities adopting humanitarian causes,  these ‘visits provide immense opportunities for capital accumulation by celebrities and their corporate backers’ (Daley, 2013, p. 390), shifting the focus from the crisis itself to the individual celebrity.
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^1	  While the term ‘celebrity’ is somewhat problematic, given that Kardashian is, as Daniel Boorstin (1961) might argue,  ‘famous for being famous’, she is certainly extremely well known. Her notoriety has a distinctly endogenous value, that is, a fame created through gaining visibility or fame itself (Heinich, 2011).
^2	  	RED is a licensed brand that seeks to get large multinationals to donate portions of revenues to tackling AIDS/HIV in Africa. It was founded in 2008 by Bono and Bobby Shriver, and was acquired in 2012 by ONE.
^3	  	George Clooney, for example, is a UN Messenger of Peace.
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^5	  	The Baharna are the indigenous population of Bahrain, who lived in Bahrain prior to the conquest of the ruling Al Khalifa family in the late 1700s.
^6	  See for example, Bahrain News Agency, ‘Premier: Bahrain will remain oasis of security, stability’, http://www.bna.bh/portal/en/news/738220
^7	  	Glory From Bahrain [online video] 2015. Available from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hgceyhwvSH0&feature=youtu.be [Accessed 2 September 2016].
^8	  	John Legend received approximately US$420000 dollars for his performance in Bahrain, while Joss Stone received around US$160000. See Bahrain Tender Board, February 2015. See http://www.tenderboard.gov.bh/Uploads/AwardedTenders/Feb%202015.pdf
